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Abstract

When voters form their political opinions and decide whom to vote for, they are
confronted with at least two types of uncertainty. First, voters cannot be sure what
reforms a political party will pursue once in office. Second, the outcomes of political
reforms are never perfectly known. How can political actors exploit this uncertainty
to persuade voters and to shape public opinion? And how can voters mitigate this
uncertainty by making inferences about the likely outcomes of political reforms and
the credibility of parties’ promises? Across three papers, I show that parties can shape
public opinion by influencing voter beliefs about the outcomes of political reforms.
However, voters discount both outcome predictions that clash strongly with their prior
beliefs and policy changes which they perceive to be motivated by vote-maximizing
considerations in contrast to sincere policy considerations. This dissertation shows
that changing voter beliefs is an important way to shape public opinion, but that
voters’ pre-existing beliefs also constrain what politicians can claim without losing
their credibility.
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Svensk sammanfattning

När väljare bildar sina politiska uppfattningar och beslutar sig för vilket parti de ska
rösta på, möts de av åtminstone två typer av osäkerhet. För det första kan de aldrig vara
helt säkra på vilka reformer partiet kommer att genomföra när det väl har blivit valt.
För det andra är utfallet av politiska reformer aldrig helt visst. Hur kan politiska ak-
törer utnyttja osäkerheten för att påverka väljare och för att forma den allmänna opin-
ionen? Och hur kan väljare mildra osäkerheten genom att dra slutsatser om de troliga
utfallen av politiska reformer och trovärdigheten hos de politiska partiernas löften?
I tre uppsatser visar jag att partierna kan forma den allmänna opinionen genom att
påverka väljarnas föreställningar om politiska reformers troliga utfall. Jag visar också
att väljarna ifrågasätter trovärdigheten i partiernas förutsägelser om reformernas utfall,
när förutsägelserna starkt kontrasterar mot väljarnas tidigare föreställningar. De ifrå-
gasätter också politikförändringar som de uppfattar drivs av röstmaximering snarare
än att partiet har ändrat åsikt. Denna avhandling visar därför att ett viktigt sätt att
påverka den allmänna opinionen på är att förändra väljarnas föreställningar, men att
väljarnas redan existerande föreställningar begränsar vad politiker kan hävda utan att
förlora sin trovärdighet.
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1. Introduction

1 Introduction

Purposeful action is defined by three elements, but much social science is concerned with
only two of them. Preferences fundamentally determine what we want to achieve by taking
some action. Opportunities form the set of possible actions we can take in order to realize
our desires. While preferences are something fully subjective and immediately available
to the individual, opportunities are external to the individual and there is nothing obvious
about what they are or what effects they will have. Beliefs, the final defining element of
purposeful action, form the necessary link between our subjective desires and the objective
actions we may take to realize them (Elster 1989). Beliefs inform us, to the best of our
knowledge, about what the outcomes of specific actions are.1

This dissertation examines political beliefs. If voting and attitude formation is purpose-
ful, to understand it, we must understand how voters form political beliefs. Specifically, I
address three core research questions. First, how do voters form beliefs about the effects
of policies? Second, how do they assess the credibility of claims made by politicians about
the effects of policies? And, third, how do they tell whether politicians mean what they
say or are willing to say anything to get elected?

If we cannot know reality in itself (Kant 2004), all purposeful action rests upon our
beliefs about the world. The beliefs may be well-founded or not and they may have a high
degree of veracity or not. Yet, they form the inescapable link between the means available
to us and the ends we desire. In many domains of life, the belief connection between the
means and ends may be trivial to the point that we may well ignore it. This is not true for
politics, which deals with matters and facts “indirect, unseen, and puzzling” (Lippmann
2010, 17). On these issues, our beliefs may correspond poorly to the actual workings of
reality and we may be mistaken in our beliefs. It is the possibility that we are mistaken –
and that we know that we might be – which makes political beliefs important to study.

If voters knowwith certainty what policies benefit them themost, what the government

1Formally, we may think of beliefs as probability distributions, providing causal maps from an action to
a specific set of outcomes. This is clearly strongly related to the Humean belief-desire model, where beliefs
have an imperative character: If we truly believe something and act purposefully, we must act on this belief.
This is quite different from, for example, the post-modern view of beliefs in Veyne (1988), who argues that
the Greeks simultaneously both believed and did not believe in their myths.

3
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1. Introduction

is doing, and what the other parties would be doing once in office, there is little room for
persuasion (Downs 1957, 83).2 It is perhaps obvious that such an enlightened state is rare.
There is considerable uncertainty about both what policies politicians will implement once
elected and what the effects of these policies will be. Partly because the effects of policies
are hard to predict, but also because politicians are not legally bound to enact their promises.
This inherent uncertainty makes voters susceptible to persuasion.

The complexity of political and societal issues in itself is not the only cause of mistaken
beliefs. Many politicians, parties and other political actors do not necessarily want voters to
hold correct beliefs and may put in great effort to ensure that voters are mistaken.3 But the
cynic is not always right; it is not true that politicians always want to deceive voters. From
a self-interest perspective, it all depends on how the interests of the voter and politicians
align. Minimum wage reform is a good example. Suppose that business owners oppose it
because higher wages will cut into profits, but care nothing about the welfare of the min-
imum wage workers and that minimum wage workers care equally little about the profits
of business owners. To sway minimum wage workers, business owners have to influence
the beliefs of minimum wage workers about how an increase will affect the workers them-
selves. They might, for instance, argue that increasing the minimum wage will have the
unintended consequence of hurting them by increasing unemployment (Hirschman 1991).
If the minimum wage increase would have no effect on unemployment, business owners
would want workers to hold false beliefs. However, if an increase would greatly increase
unemployment, the interests of minimum wage workers and business owners would align
and business owners would want minimum wage workers to hold correct beliefs. In the
first scenario, the workers do best in ignoring the business owners and, in the second, the
workers should heed their advice. As I will show, this partial overlap of interests coupled
with the inherent uncertainty of political issues simultaneously make persuasion possible

2Strictly speaking, this holds if certainty implies that the voter would never change its beliefs or its pref-
erences.

3The claim by the Leave campaign in the Brexit referendum illustrates this tendency. Vote Leave con-
sistently claimed that the UK paid £350 million to the EU each week. However, as pointed out by the UK
Statistics Authority, this statement is misleading since this is a gross figure, which does not take into account
the money that flows back into the UK. While the claim is technically correct, it is obviously misleading. See
“UK Statistics Authority statement on the use of official statistics on contributions to the European Union”,
UK Statistics Authority, 27-05-2016, Accessed 26-05-2021.

4
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and difficult.
Finally, why should we care what voters think and do? My answer is that we should

care because voters – regardless if they are competent (Key 1966) or simplistic (Achen
and Bartels 2017; Brennan 2017) – ultimately determine who wins elections. And since
politicians, whatever motivates them, want to win elections, the response of voters to their
promises, arguments and claims will profoundly affect what politicians say and do before
elections and what policies they enact once elected.

The dissertation proceeds as follows. In the next section, I define two central concepts
in this dissertation: persuasion and uncertainty. Second, I provide a brief summary of the
three papers that make up the core of the dissertation. Thereafter, I provide a brief analy-
sis of how voter belief formation is normatively assessed in the political science literature.
Specifically, I argue that unbiasedness is an mistaken ideal for belief formation and I show
that it is neither a necessary nor a sufficient criterion for truth convergence. Truth conver-
gence implies that the voter’s belief converges to the truth as more information becomes
available and, thus, is the perhaps most important property of a rational belief formation
process. I conclude by assessing what the findings in the three papers imply for the issue
of voter competence.

2 Uncertainty and Persuasion

To understand how voters form beliefs, we need a clearer understanding of how uncertainty
facilitates persuasion. In this section, I first provide an explanation of the logic of persuasion
and then detail two specific types of political uncertainty, which are especially relevant to
understand how voters form beliefs and attitudes.

2.1 The Logic of Persuasion and Conversation

Persuasion is quintessential to many domains of life. Politics is perhaps the most obvious
one. To understand what persuasion is and what its implications are, it is useful to contrast
it with the logic of conversation. Grice (1989) argues that effective conversational commu-
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To understand how voters form beliefs, we need a clearer understanding of how uncertainty
facilitates persuasion. In this section, I first provide an explanation of the logic of persuasion
and then detail two specific types of political uncertainty, which are especially relevant to
understand how voters form beliefs and attitudes.

2.1 The Logic of Persuasion and Conversation

Persuasion is quintessential to many domains of life. Politics is perhaps the most obvious
one. To understand what persuasion is and what its implications are, it is useful to contrast
it with the logic of conversation. Grice (1989) argues that effective conversational commu-
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nication is characterized by the cooperative principle.4 The speaker and listener cooperate
and mutually accept the utterances made as true, efficient, and relevant. The listener and
the speaker share a mutual interest of being understood and can therefore communicate
effectively. In a persuasion situation, the speaker wants the listener to take a certain action
but, importantly, the speaker and listener may have conflicting interests (Glazer and Ru-
binstein 2008). Under such circumstances, the cooperative principle breaks down, which
adversely affects the effective exchange of information between the speaker and the listener.

I illustrate this with an example taken from Rubinstein (2008). Consider a game with
two players: the speaker and the listener. Suppose that there are two decks of cards, each
with 100 cards, numbered from 1 to 100. The speaker draws one card from each deck
and looks at them. The listener cannot see the draws. Let us first examine a situation
characterized by the logic of conversation, that is, mutual interests and cooperation. The
rules are as follows. The speaker and the listener both win a prize if the listener correctly
guesses whether the sum of the two cards is greater than 100. The speaker is only allowed
to show one card to the listener. Suppose that the speaker shows the card 59 to the listener.
What can the listener infer?

Since the interests of the speaker and the listener align, the listener can infer that the
sum is greater than 100. To see this, note that for the sum of two cards to be greater than
100, at least one card must be greater than 50. And for the sum of the two cards to be 100
or less, at least one card must be 50 or less. This enables the speaker to reveal whether the
sum is greater than 100 by showing a card above 50. Since the speaker and listener share
interests, the speaker has no incentive to deceive the listener and no reason to deviate from
this strategy. Thus, by showing the card 59, the speaker can effectively convey information
about the value on the other card, which should lie in the interval [42,59]. This situation
is defined by cooperation: the speaker and the listener have common interests and they
communicate effectively.

Let us now consider a persuasion situation. The speaker now wins a prize if she can
convince the listener to guess that the sum of the two cards is greater than 100. The listener
wins if he correctly guesses whether the sum is greater than 100. Once again, the speaker

4Grice (1989) defines this as “[m]ake your contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs,
by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged.”
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draws two cards and may only show one card to the listener. She shows the card 59 to the
listener. What can the listener infer in this situation?

Since the speaker has an incentive to persuade the listener to make the high guess
regardless of the sum of the two cards, it makes sense for the speaker to show the highest
card regardless if the sum is greater than 100. Assuming that the speaker shows the card
with the highest value, we can bound the value of the other card to the interval [1, 59] but
we cannot say much more than that. This is a situation of persuasion: the speaker is trying
to persuade a listener to act in a certain way and the listener interprets the actions of the
speaker with this in mind.5 The effectiveness of communication breaks down. While in the
conversation situation, the listener knew with certainty whether the sum of the two cards
were greater than 100, in the persuasion situation, the listener can only make a qualified
guess.

Even though the exact same piece of information is revealed in the two settings, the
alignment of interests fundamentally alters what inferences the listener can make about
the value of the other card. Specifically, in a persuasion situation where the speaker can
act strategically and choose what information to send to the listener, the listener would
always benefit from all information being revealed, that is, if both cards are shown. This
is not the case for the speaker. If the two cards sum above 100, the speaker would gladly
reveal all information, since the speaker and the listener then have common interests. If
the two cards do not, the speaker is better off not revealing all information. The tragedy,
and main insight from this example, is that the even when the speaker and listener share
mutual interests in a persuasion situation, the speaker cannot effectively communicate the
sum of the two cards because the listener cannot be sure that he is not being tricked.6

5Sure enough, when this problem is presented to people, 70% guess that the sum is above 100 in the
conversation situation while only 40% do this in the persuasion situation (Rubinstein 2008).

6This logic perfectly extends to publishing in academia. If the empirical findings in a paper stand up to
scrutiny, the author would gladly reveal all information. But if they do not, the author would rather hide the
inconvenient results. The problem for the reviewer is, thus, to identify whether the findings hold up or not
given that the information provided by the author might have been strategically selected to maximize the
probability of acceptance. This suggests that the informational value of a robustness test crucially depends
on whether an author shows it on their own initiative or after being prompted by a reviewer.
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2.2 Political Uncertainty

For voters, politics is characterized by at least two kinds of uncertainty. First, for different
reasons, politicians may obfuscate and send ambiguous messages about what policies they
would pursue if elected and voters may be uncertain of what politicians actually want (see,
e.g., Shepsle 1972; Franklin 1991; Alvarez 1997). This uncertainty is exacerbated since
politicians and parties are not bound to enact what they promised during the election cam-
paign. Consequently, even if politicians speak loud and clear about their policy intentions,
voters cannot be sure what politicians will actually do once in office (Alesina 1988). Sec-
ond, even if the voters know with certainty what policies will be enacted, the outcomes of
these reforms are almost always uncertain (Riker 1990, 1996). Can politicians and parties
exploit this uncertainty about what they will do and what effects their actions will have to
shape voters’ beliefs, attitudes and, ultimately, votes?

How voters should update their beliefs from information from political sources is not
obvious. If voters believe that they have mutual interests with certain politicians or parties,
communication between voters and politicians would not be strategic and voter learning
would be efficient. However, political actors have heterogeneous interests and not all have
interests aligned with the individual voter. For example, politicians may be motivated by
winning office. They may also have an interest in implementing a specific policy for private
reasons, such as furthering the interests of their core constituency, or they may simply think
that the policy is good. The alignment of interests may cut across political issues, and the
voter may have mutual interest with a party on a specific issue and conflicting interests
with the same party on another issue. Regardless of what motivates politicians and parties,
they have an interest in shaping voter beliefs to convince voters that they have the best
intentions and propose the best policies. And since the voter cannot be sure that they have
common interests with the politicians, the communication between voters and politicians
follows the logic of persuasion rather than conversation.7

7There are of course exceptions to this rule. What is known as ‘partisan bias’ in the political behavior
literature – that voters who identify with a party tend to take on the policy views of their favored party – is
often gloomily interpreted as a form of blind conformism. Yet, it may also reflect that partisans perceive an
alignment of interests between themselves and their party, thus reflecting a situation of conversation and not
persuasion. See Bullock (2020) for a recent review of the literature.
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Why should politicians try to persuade by shaping beliefs rather than influencing pref-
erences? As I argue in Christensen (2021a), this allows for voters to change their attitudes
toward policies or politicians without transforming their fundamental ideological prefer-
ences. The voter is not an expert and needs to rely on external information to form beliefs.
This makes the voter susceptible to persuasion. Persuasion through changing beliefs im-
plies shifting the belief correspondence from a policy proposal to the outcome space, leaving
preferences over outcomes unchanged.8 For example, to persuade voters to be less support-
ive of minimum wage policies, opponents of the minimum wage do not have to convince
voters that the purpose of the policy – helping minimum wage workers – is bad. It suffices
to convince them that the policy may hurt minimum wage workers. And to dissuade voters
from voting for a party which has recently adopted a new popular position on a political
issue, parties may do better by sowing doubt about the party’s commitment to this new
position rather than changing voters’ policy preferences. Instead of changing the voters’
views of how the world should work, this form of persuasion changes the voters’ views of
how the world actually works.

There are, thus, good reasons for why political actors should try to affect public opinion
and voter behavior by influencing the beliefs of voters. Yet, since political actors have an
incentive to deceive voters, there are equally good reasons for why voters should discount
whatever political parties tell them. To develop our understanding of these issues, we need
credible tests of precise hypotheses and theories. In the next section, I explain how I move
beyond this apparent stalemate.

3 The Dissertation in Brief

In this dissertation, I build on insights from both the literature on political economy and
political behavior to construct a more complete picture of the dynamic between voters and
politicians. The core ideas of the three papers all situate voter behavior in a strategic context.
Specifically, when politicians act, they must take the behaviors of voters into account. And

8In spatial models where no distinction is made between policy and outcome, persuasion implies shifting
the voter’s bliss point in the outcome space (Riker 1990). This is equivalent to changing the voter’s outcome
preferences.
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when voters form beliefs and preferences from the behavior of politicians, they must take
into account that politicians anticipate them to do so. What is different from the typical
political economy approach, is that the empirical tests in these papers all focus on the belief
and preference formation of voters. Instead of fully characterizing an equilibrium of a game
where the strategy profiles and preferences of both voters and politicians are known, I ex-
amine what kind of inferences voters make when they observe politicians or parties taking
specific action when this information is not provided to them. This is important, because
in the real world, there is considerable uncertainty about politicians’ strategy profiles, types
and preferences. Whereas when solving a game, it is crucial that this information is com-
mon knowledge. Thus, this dissertation’s contribution to the political economy literature
is to, in a sense, examine the mental models voters have of politics, while it contributes to
the political behavior literature by focusing on the effects of the strategic actions of politi-
cians for voter belief and preference formation. This is what I mean by behavioral political
economy.

The papers in this dissertation all deal with either outcome uncertainty, that the voter
does not know what the outcome of a policy will be, or candidate uncertainty, that the
voter does not know what a politician or party will do in the future. They address three
specific issues about voter belief and attitude formation. First, are voter beliefs influenced
by predictions about the effects of policies and are they repelled by the uncertainty inherent
in politicians issuing conflicting predictions? Second, how do voters infer the credibility of
predictions and arguments? Third, how can voters infer whether a party is committed to,
and motivated by, policy or is willing to say just about anything to get elected?

Apart from the thematic focus on uncertainty and belief formation, the methodolog-
ical approach I use to derive and test the hypotheses are identical across the papers. In
all papers, I derive the hypotheses using stylized, formal arguments and test the hypothe-
ses using pre-registered survey experiments. I do this for two reasons. First, since every
experiment is a data collection of its own, it enables the researcher to tailor the research
design to the theoretical argument. When we can actually produce the data needed to test
a detailed theory, it makes sense to put effort into developing the theoretical argument in
detail. Second, allowing the researcher to cherry-pick what findings and specifications to
include in the paper after observing the empirical findings adversely affects the credibility
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of the paper and what we can learn from it. By extension, this makes in difficult for readers
to discern the empirical credibility of scientific work, attenuating what we can learn from
entire scientific fields. Therefore, all experiments in the dissertation are pre-registered.

3.1 How Does Uncertainty Affect Voters’ Preferences?

In election campaigns, the outcome uncertainty of policies is exacerbated as voters are con-
fronted with conflicting predictions from competing political actors. The first paper in the
dissertation addresses two core questions regarding how voters (1) forms beliefs about pol-
icy outcomes and (2) form attitudes based on these beliefs under conflicting information.

Outcome uncertainty is central to many models of institutional choice, legislative vot-
ing and bureaucratic delegation (e.g, Austen-Smith and Riker 1987; Callander 2008; Gilli-
gan and Krehbiel 1990). Yet, except for a handful of studies, it has received little atten-
tion in models of elections, voting and accountability, where voters are assumed to base
their vote either on policy platforms (e.g., Downs 1957; Grofman 2004) or outcomes (e.g.,
Adams 2012; Lewis-Beck and Stegmaier 2000), disregarding the need for rational vot-
ers to prospectively assess policies based on uncertain outcomes. Building on insights from
work on outcome uncertainty in legislative politics (Austen-Smith and Riker 1987; Austen-
Smith 1990) and candidate uncertainty (Alvarez 1997; Hobolt 2006; Shepsle 1972), I
present a spatial preference model for policy proposals with uncertain outcomes. First,
I theorize that predictions about outcomes shape voter attitudes by changing beliefs about
outcomes and not by changing outcome preferences. Second, contrary to previous research
(Alvarez 1997; Hobolt 2009; Morisi 2018), I argue that election campaigns may increase
uncertainty rather than decrease it when the voter is exposed to conflicting information and
that the increased uncertainty implied by conflicting predictions decreases the appeal of a
policy proposal. Lippmann (2010, 4) suggests that voters “treat whatever [they] believe to
be a true picture as reality itself,” implying that voters act on their best guess as if it was true.
However, it seems plausible that voters should also take the uncertainty of their beliefs into
consideration when forming their attitudes or voting. In formal models of political compe-
tition, it is commonplace to assume that voters are risk averse.9 If voters are risk averse, the

9For instance, risk aversion is implied by quadratic utility functions.
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outcome uncertainty exacerbated during election campaigns should increase the appeal of
a stable status quo over a risky reform proposal and make voters less prone to favor change.

I test this empirically with a pre-registered survey experiment on three real political
reforms in the US. In the experiment, I manipulate the predicted outcomes of the reforms,
the uncertainty of the predictions and the political interest of the senders of the predictions.
By manipulating both the predicted outcomes and the uncertainty of the predictions, I
am able to separate the effect of changing the voter-expected outcome from the effect of
changing uncertainty, in contrast to existing research on outcome uncertainty.

The experiment shows that respondents change their support for the reforms because
their beliefs regarding the outcomes, rather than their outcome preferences, change. Con-
trary to previous research and the theoretical expectations, I find that respondents give
equal weight to pessimistic and optimistic predictions (cf. Jerit 2009; Nadeau, Martin and
Blais 1999; Riker 1996) and are not repelled by the uncertainty inherent in conflicting pre-
dictions. Instead, respondents discount outcome uncertainty by averaging over predictions
when forming their beliefs and preferences. This is true even when voters face conflicting
predictions from partisan senders. The findings question the importance of uncertainty on
public opinion formation and corroborate research showing that uncertainty matters little
for vote choice and attitude formation (Berinsky and Lewis 2007; Tomz and Van Houwel-
ing 2009; Milita et al. 2017). Nevertheless, the findings also suggest that influencing voter
beliefs is a powerful tool for political actors to influence public opinion and highlights the
importance of reconsidering the effect of uncertainty and belief formation on voter behavior
and attitude formation.

3.2 Optimal Persuasion under Confirmation Bias

The second paper in the dissertation takes the findings from the first paper as the point
of departure. In the first paper, I find that politicians are able to influence the beliefs of
voters with cheap talk predictions. Does this mean that increasingly extreme predictions
are ever more effective in shaping the beliefs of voters? I argue that, when political actors
decide what predictions to make, they face a tradeoff. Although they want to sway voters
maximally, voters may discount predictions that clash with what they already hold to be
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true. If political actors want to maximize persuasion, should they moderate or exaggerate
their predictions?

I extend a commonly used model of voter learning, the Bayesian learning model, with a
behavioral assumption tomodel confirmation bias. By confirmation bias, Imean that voters
perceive signals that confirm their beliefs as more credible than signals that contradict them.
Specifically, I let the perceived credibility of a prediction depend on the distance between
the voter’s prior belief and the prediction. This has important implications for maximizing
persuasion. Only under strong confirmation bias are extreme predictions, i.e., predictions
that are far from the priors of voters, self-defeating, and thus, predictions closer to the
priors of voters should be more persuasive. Consequently, only under strong confirmation
bias are political actors constrained by the prior beliefs of voters and incentivized to issue
predictions that are reasonably well in line with the priors of voters to maximize persuasion.

Empirically, I test what type of confirmation bias, if any, characterize voters with a
survey experiment on a political reform in the US. In the experiment, I examine how re-
spondents update their beliefs and how they assess predictions about the effect of the reform
as the distance between their prior and the prediction changes. To ensure that the distance
between the respondent’s prior and the prediction is exogenous, I use a novel treatment,
where the prediction is assigned conditionally on the respondent’s prior.

This papermakes two contributions to the literature on public opinion and how political
actors behave. First, it expands our understanding of confirmation bias from a qualitative
to a quantitative concept by focusing on the distance between prior beliefs and new infor-
mation. The literature on motivated reasoning focuses mainly on how individuals perceive
information that is directionally congruent or incongruent with their beliefs and attitudes
(Kunda 1990). However, this offers little insight into how political actors should tailor
their arguments to maximize persuasion for the many cases when arguments are not binary.
Second, it shows how confirmation bias in the electorate affects the incentives of political
actors and, by implication, their strategic behavior. Numerous studies examine how moti-
vated reasoning shapes the information processing of voters (e.g., Lodge and Taber 2013;
Lord, Ross and Lepper 1979; Redlawsk 2002; Taber and Lodge 2006) or the persuasive-
ness of predictions (Jacobs and Matthews 2017; Jerit 2009). Yet, few studies explicitly link
such biases to the strategic behavior of political actors when shaping public opinion (but
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see, e.g., Arceneaux 2012 and Leeper and Slothuus 2014 for important exceptions).
The experiment shows that respondents assess the credibility of predictions based on

the distance between their priors and the predictions and that only predictions which are
neither too close nor too distant from the respondents’ priors effectively shift their beliefs
and preferences. Political actors are, thus, constrained by the electorate’s priors (cf. Broock-
man and Butler 2017; Lenz 2013). There are several important strategic implications for
persuasion. First, if voter beliefs are accurate, this incentivizes politicians to be truthful. If
they are false, they instead provide political actors with an incentive to deviate from the
truth for strategic reasons. Second, if the beliefs of voters are unified, they will act as a cen-
tripetal force on elite rhetoric. However, if the beliefs are polarized, this may induce elites
to diverge in their rhetoric, further consolidating the belief divergence in the electorate (cf.
Bisgaard and Slothuus 2018). This may explain why belief convergence is hard to achieve
when beliefs are already polarized (Bartels 2002; Bullock 2009). Third, the theory and the
findings from the experiment show that confirmation bias does not imply a refusal to learn.
To the contrary, the findings show that respondents assimilate information which is quite
distant from their prior beliefs. The suggests that political persuasion might be most most
effective when it is incremental.

3.3 Shifting Motivations: Inferring Valence from Policy Shifts

The third paper, co-authored with Pablo Fernandez-Vazquez, differs from the first two by
focusing on uncertainty about what parties or candidates will do once in office, rather than
uncertainty about the outcomes of policies. In order to get elected, parties have an incen-
tive to campaign on popular policies. Once elected, however, parties may be tempted to
shirk or renege on their promises (Alesina 1988; Stokes 2001). They may do this to, for ex-
ample, form government, get policy concessions, further the career of specific politicians or
increase the probability of reelection (Manin, Przeworski and Stokes 1999). Rational vot-
ers, who care about policy outcomes, thus, have good reason to care about what motivates
parties. But how can voters infer whether parties are motivated by and, thus, committed
to policy or are willing to say just about anything to get elected?

We propose that voters may use policy shifts as cues to infer parties’ political motiva-
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tions and commitment to policy (Callander 2008; Kartik and McAfee 2007; Fernandez-
Vazquez 2019).10 When voters observe a shift toward a popular policy position, they infer
that the party is driven by opportunistic motivations, while they infer that the party is
driven by principled motivations when observing a shift toward an unpopular position.11.
We further argue that this has important implications for the use of the accommodative
strategy (Meguid 2005), where mainstream parties try to curb support for a competitor
by emulating their policies. Existing research primarily seeks to explain the limited effec-
tiveness of accommodation on curbing support for the radical right with the difficulty of
simultaneously catering to groups of voters with heterogeneous views on immigration (e.g.,
Abou-Chadi, Cohen and Wagner 2021; Chou et al. 2021; Hjorth and Vinæs Larsen 2020;
Spoon and Klüver 2020). We argue that the fundamental premise of accommodation is
that the policy shift is credible, but that going tough on immigration when there is an elec-
toral incentive to do so, may signal that the party is opportunistic and not committed to
the policy change.

We test our theory with two pre-registered survey experiments, one using hypothetical
and one using real parties. The experimental designs compliment each other by trading
off experimental realism against absence of pretreatment (Slothuus 2016). In the hypo-
thetical experiment (see Johns and Kölln 2020; Sniderman and Stiglitz 2012; Tomz and
Van Houweling 2008, 2009, for examples of similar designs), we present respondents with
vignettes describing different party competition scenarios. Across the vignettes, we ma-
nipulate whether a party changes its policy position or not and whether the policy shift
is toward or away from most voters. We find, as expected, that respondents infer that a
party that does not change its policy or shifts away from voters is perceived as more policy-
seeking, less office-seeking and more committed to policy. Second, to speak directly to the
literature on accommodation and the radical right, we focus our second experiment on the
real case of political competition on the immigration issue in Sweden. In the experiment,

10Bullock (2020, 129) defines a cue as a message that people may use to infer other information. In our
case, the policy shift is used to infer valence characteristics.

11We understand opportunistic motivations as being office or vote seeking and not committed to policy.
In contrast, principled motivations refer to policy-seeking motivations and commitment to policy. Thus, we
use these terms to refer to both motivations and commitment. See Strom (1990) for a discussion about the
relationship between office, vote and policy-seeking motivations.
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we expose respondents to true information about Social Democratic policy proposals, se-
lected to represent a policy shift to a more restrictive or generous immigration policy. The
experiment shows that a restrictive policy shift compared to a generous policy shift in-
creases perceptions of the Social Democrats as office-seeking and we find some evidence
that a shift toward the popular policy position decreases perceptions of policy-seeking mo-
tives. Yet, we do not find that policy shifts affect the perceived commitment to policy.

This paper speaks against against the concept of costless spatial mobility (Adams et al.
2006) often used in formal models (but see Callander 2008; Kartik and McAfee 2007, for
exceptions). This has important implications for the literature on party competition and
political behavior. Our findings suggest that parties are not able to freely change their policy
positions without affecting the credibility of this commitment. In addition to providing an
explanation for the persistence of the radical right, this may explain the stability of issue
ownership (Budge and Farlie 1983) and why issues are so hard to steal (Tresch, Lefevere
and Walgrave 2015). Emulating a competitor’s popular policies may be discounted as non-
credible by voters. Lastly, our paper suggests that there may be a substantial competitive
advantage in preempting public opinion, in order to credibly occupy a popular position in
the policy space.

4 Normative Considerations on Voter Belief Formation

In the dissertation, I study how voters form beliefs. Inevitably, this raises the normative
question of how voters should form beliefs. Contemporary political science often offers a
quite bleak view of voters. They are, for example, portrayed as credulous, ignorant, myopic,
and tribalistic (see, e.g., Achen and Bartels 2017; Barber and Pope 2019; Huddy, Mason
and Aarøe 2015; Lenz 2013). In short, voters are biased, and make systematic errors when
evaluating information. They, for instance, evaluate arguments that agree with their own
political beliefs as stronger than arguments that contradict them or may assess statements
that concur with their beliefs as more credible than statements that contradict them (Taber
and Lodge 2006). The implicit ideal is unbiasedness, presumably because unbiasedness is
taken to imply truth convergence. If voters form beliefs in an unbiased manner, surely they
will at some point end up holding correct beliefs. In this section, I show that this conclusion
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is premature and that unbiasedness is neither a sufficient nor a necessary condition for a
truth convergent belief formation process.

To assess whether voters process information in an normatively desirable manner, we
need to explicate this ideal. At this point, I can only provide a tentative answer to what such
a normative ideal would be. Yet, my proposition is that that the political behavior literature
has underestimated (1) the importance of considering the variance of the belief formation
process and (2) the difficulty for voters to form an unbiased belief about the credibility of an
information source. This has lead to voters being held against a simultaneously unrealistic
and undesirable ideal. Instead of unbiasedness, I propose that we should assess voters
against an ideal of consistency, in the statistical sense of the word.

In the following sections, I first briefly explicate the literature’s implicit ideal of unbi-
asedness. Second, I introduce a framework for thinking about belief formation processes.
Third, I argue that a belief formation process should ideally be truth convergent and pro-
vide a definition of truth convergence. Fourth, I show by example that unbiasedness is not
a necessary criterion for truth convergence. Specifically, I build on the argument in Chris-
tensen (2021b) and argue that confirmation bias may be truth convergent whenever the
credibility of the source is uncertain. Fifth, I show that unbiasedness neither is a sufficient
criterion for truth convergence. Lastly, I discuss some design implications of focusing on
consistency instead of unbiasedness as the ideal for belief formation processes.

4.1 The Implicit Ideal: Unbiasedness

Although unbiasedness is often uphold as an ideal for belief formation, it is seldom expli-
cated or examined in detail. To avoid jumping to conclusions when assessing voter behavior,
we need to carefully think through the normative standard to which we hold voters (Hahn
and Harris 2014). As Gigerenzer (2018) show for behavioral economics, when the stan-
dard we hold voters against is not carefully thought through, we risk mistaking intelligent
reasoning for biased cognition. The researcher’s lack of understanding of the way voters
reason is imperceptibly projected onto the apparent irrationality of voters.

In a recent publication, Stanley et al. (2020, 892) are critical of voters for exhibiting
what they call prior-belief bias. They define this as “judging reasons, arguments and evidence
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favoring one’s beliefs as better than reasons, arguments and evidence incongruent with one’s
beliefs.” Similarly, in seminal and highly influential work, Taber and Lodge (2006, 757)
speak of the prior attitude effect, “whereby people who feel strongly about an issue – even
when encouraged to be objective and leave their preferences aside – will evaluate supportive
arguments as stronger and more compelling than opposing arguments.” Ideally, voters
should instead “[set] aside beliefs that could bias their evaluations” (Stanley et al. 2020,
892). I interpret these statements to mean that prior beliefs are not allowed to influence
how voters process information. Why is this so bad? Presumably, because when prior
beliefs influence the way voters perceive new information the belief formation process is
not truth convergent.

The quotes above are illustrative in two ways. First, because they are critical of voters
being biased in their information processing. Second, because they do not provide any
formal definition of the bias that they are criticizing. Researchers, especially working in
a tradition of social psychology, predominantly rely on verbal conceptualizations of bias
and irrationality (Gigerenzer 2010; Hahn and Harris 2014). However, when the belief
formation process is described in vague or ambiguous terms, it is hard to examine what
kind of behavior this belief formation process is consistent with and whether the properties
of this process are desirable or not. The risk is that scholars hold voters against a normative
benchmark which, upon closer inspection, is not at all desirable. I will show that this
applies to the ideal of unbiasedness.

4.2 Belief Formation Processes as Estimators

A useful way to think about belief formation processes is as estimators. An estimator is a
mathematical rule for transforming data into an estimate of a specific quantity. For exam-
ple, the Bayesian learning model models the voter’s belief formation process as Bayesian
updating (Bullock 2009). By combining its prior beliefs with new data, the voter updates
its belief about some parameter. The posterior belief reflects a weighted average of the prior
belief and the data.

It is useful to think about belief formation processes as estimators because this enables
us to examine these using mathematical tools, such as the mean squared error (MSE). The
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MSE is a measure of the accuracy of an estimator. It measures the accuracy by comparing
an estimator’s estimate of a parameter with the true value of the parameter. In general, a
low MSE is good, since it indicates little error. The MSE is particularly insightful because
it can be partitioned into a bias parameter and a variance parameter. The MSE of the
estimator, θ̂, of the true value, θ, can be written

MSE(θ̂) = E[(θ̂ − θ)2] = E[θ̂ − θ]2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bias2

+E[(θ̂ − E[θ̂])2]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Variance

. (1)

I will explain these terms in turn. The bias of an estimator is the difference between the
expected value of the estimator and the true value. It measures the systematic error of the
estimator. For example, some estimators might systematically provide too high or too low
estimates compared to the true value of the population parameter. Estimators which are
characterized by confirmation bias, for instance, are biased toward the voter’s prior belief.
The variance of an estimator is the expected value of the squared sampling deviations and
measures, on average, how dispersed the estimates are from the true value of the parameter.
It captures the random error of the estimator.

Prior research in political science, especially in the tradition inspired by the heuristics
and bias program (Tversky and Kahneman 1974), focus heavily on the bias of the estimator,
that is, the systematic error of the estimator. However, as Equation 1 makes clear, an
estimator can be unbiased, i.e., have no systematic error at all, but still have a high MSE
because it has high variance, i.e., high random error. And, conversely, an estimator might
be biased but still have a low MSE because the bias is small but the variance is low. Since
the accuracy of an estimator crucially depends on these two types of error, we need to assess
estimators by taking both the bias and the variance parameter into consideration. I detail
this need in the next section.

4.3 The Normative Ideal: Truth Convergence

The perhaps most important normative criterion for belief formation is that the process
is truth convergent. We may get a better understanding of what truth convergence is by
understanding what it is not. Kahan (2015) contrasts truth convergent belief formation
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processes with processes that are characterized by politically motivated reasoning, where
the principal goal of voters is not to discern and learn what is true, but to assess information
in a way which preserves a politically relevant belief structure. For example, partisans may
(unconsciously) miscomprehend or denigrate information which puts their favored candi-
date in negative light (Bartels 2002). If the motivations to preserve the belief structure
are strong enough – and the efforts to avoid assimilating the new information are effec-
tive enough – such processes are not truth convergent. Regardless if the voter is flooded
with compromising information about the candidate, the voter never updates its belief, and
never learns the truth.

While Kahan (2015) does not provide a formal definition of truth convergence, I take
truth convergence to imply that the voter’s belief about a parameter converges to the true
value as more information becomes available. As voters are exposed to an infinite amount of
information, their beliefs should get arbitrarily close to the truth. Following this reasoning
and keeping the analogy between belief formation processes and estimators, I define a
truth convergent belief formation process as a consistent estimator. A consistent estimator
is an estimator which converges in probability to the true parameter value as the number of
data points go to infinity. This implies that both the systematic error (bias) and the random
error (variance) of the estimator grows smaller with more information. As the voter obtains
more and more information, the belief gets closer to the true value of the parameter and
the certainty of this belief gets stronger. A consistent estimator is, thus, defined both with
regards to bias and variance.

A consistent estimator has several attractive properties. First, a consistent estimator
need not be unbiased. What is key is that the bias decreases, and eventually disappears,
as we receive more information. This allows for voters’ initial beliefs to influence their
estimates of what is true. Since all of us interact and engage with the world on the basis
of our pre-existing knowledge, relaxing the assumption of unbiasedness allows for voters
to, for instance, rely on their prior beliefs to ascertain the credibility of new information.
Second, consistency implies that the reliance on the prior beliefs should diminish as more
information becomes available. It does not allow for voters to hold fast to their priors
in a rigid manner, but emphasizes voter learning. Thus, the politically motivated belief
formation discussed in Kahan (2015) is not truth convergent according to this definition.
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Third, consistency requires that the variance of voter beliefs decrease as more information
becomes available. As voters learn more, they should become more certain about what they
believe. Thus, well-substantiated beliefs should, all else equal, be harder to shift.

Themost important result of defining truth convergence as a consistent estimator is that
truth convergence does not imply unbiasedness and unbiasedness does not imply truth con-
vergence. In the following two sections, I show by counterexample that that unbiasedness
is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for truth convergence.

4.4 Unbiasedness is not Necessary for Truth Convergence

Confirmation bias describes a particular way in which prior beliefs may influence the belief
formation process. In loose terms, it means that voters are unwilling to change their minds
in the face of new information. Formally, we may define confirmation bias as the bias
which arises when the weight voters give to new information is a function of their prior
beliefs (Christensen 2021b). Some scholars argue that confirmation bias has severe adverse
consequences for voter belief formation. For example, Kahan (2015, 4) states that

in order for Bayesianism to be ’truth convergent’, one must derive the likeli-
hood ratio assigned new information in a truth-convergent fashion. [...] Con-
firmation bias is indisputably not truth convergent: someone who engages in
it will necessarily fail to correct a mistaken perception of facts even when fur-
nished valid contrary information.

Kahan claims that a belief formation process characterized by confirmation bias cannot be
truth convergent. As a general claim, this is incorrect and exaggerates the implications
of confirmation bias.12 For instance, Rabin and Schrag (1999) provide a formal model of
confirmation bias and detail the conditions under which confirmation bias is and is not

12How did this folk theory of confirmation bias come about? Confirmation bias is a label given to a set of
empirical findings which show that individuals are reluctant to assimilate information which contradicts their
beliefs (Gigerenzer 2008). The stylized interpretation of this pattern is that individuals refuse to assimilate
information which contradicts their beliefs. This outcome, the refusal to learn, is then, in Kahan (2015),
conceptualized as a property of a belief formation process instead of a description of a set of outcomes from
a belief formation process. Confirmation bias becomes a description of an estimator that does not learn.
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truth convergent. And in Christensen (2021b), I show that even though voters exhibit
confirmation bias they do assimilate new information.

Nevertheless, confirmation bias does at the very least imply a conservative disposition
toward new information which counters the voter’s belief. I contend, however, that there
are circumstances under which individuals do well in discounting the credibility of new
information based on its congruence with their prior beliefs. Specifically, whenever the
credibility of the information source is uncertain, individuals may infer the credibility of
the new information by examining the congruence between the new information and their
prior beliefs, which determines how they should update their beliefs.

This is well illustrated by the odd case of particles traveling faster than the speed of
light.13 A cornerstone of the special theory of relativity is that nothing can travel faster
than the speed of light. Therefore, the OPERA collaboration, a research group of 180
physicists from 28 institutions, aroused global publicity and intense debate in the physics
community, when they presented precise experimental results of neutrinos traveling six
nanoseconds faster than what should be physically possible.14 The physics community was
highly excited, since the implications of the finding being true could not be greater, but
also highly skeptical, since this was inconsistent with perhaps the most fundamental axiom
in modern physics. Alvaro de Rujula, a theoretical physicist at CERN, remarked: “If this
is true, then we have truly not understood anything about anything.”15

What makes the case interesting is that there were no apparent flaws with the exper-
imental procedures. In contrast, the OPERA collaboration was praised for their careful
and serious experimental work.16 The skepticism was purely due to the implausibility of
the finding itself. According to coherentism, a theory of epistemic justification, a belief is
justified if it belongs to a coherent system of beliefs (Davidson 1986). It is obvious that the
belief that neutrinos travel faster than the speed of light did not cohere to the mainstream
understanding of physics at all. On these grounds – the implausibility of the findings –

13I thank Mattias Agerberg for drawing my attention to this example. Another interesting example is the
claim that smokers are protected against severe COVID-19 infection (van Westen-Lagerweij et al. 2021).

14Nature, Particles break light-speed limit , Published 22-11-2011, Accessed 29-04-2021.
15New York Times, Tiny Neutrinos May Have Broken Cosmic Speed Limit, Published 22-09-2011, Ac-

cessed 29-04-2021.
16See, for example, Orzel, Chad (2020), TheOPERAExperiment and the Value ofHigh-Profile Scientific

Blunders, The MIT Press Reader.
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the credibility of the experiment was questioned. Despite extensive investigative work, the
OPERA collaboration was initially unable to rule out any alternative explanations that
would produce the finding. However, after a few months of the experimenters going over
the technicalities in minute detail, it was clear that the finding was caused by a fiber-optic
cable in the timing system which was not properly connected. When this issue was fixed,
the neutrinos once again behaved according to the laws of physics. As it turns out, the
skeptics were right.

This example provides an illustration of a situation where confirmation bias – discount-
ing the credibility of new information only because it diverges from our priors beliefs –
seems to be the ideal belief formation process. From the reception of the experimental
findings, I would argue that it is plausible that, had the results shown that neutrinos obeyed
the speed of light, no one would have doubted the soundness of the experimental proce-
dures. But here the researchers inferred that, because it is so unlikely that all of modern
mainstream physics is incorrect, it must be that the finding was due to a measurement error,
even when there were no data suggesting that the result was due to a technical error in the
experimental set-up. Instead of overreacting to the new experimental findings, many physi-
cists were awaiting more experimental evidence and refrained from updating their beliefs.
This conservative disposition clearly biases the beliefs toward the priors, but also lowers the
variance of the belief formation process. One would have to be hard pressed to claim that
the hesitant and skeptical reaction of the physics community was not truth convergent.

There is perhaps no realm of human knowledge where the priors are so justifiably strong
as in particle physics. May this explain why we are willing to allow physicists to exhibit
confirmation bias but not voters? I would argue that the strength of priors in itself is no
reason for why the normative epistemic criteria for evaluating belief formation processes
and defining justified beliefs should be different in the political domain compared to the
scientific domain. Scholars who criticize voters for exhibiting confirmation bias need to
make clear why this type of reasoning, i.e., this belief formation process, is acceptable – and
even sound – in the scientific community, but not among voters (see Kelly 2008, for a similar
argument regarding disconfirmation bias). Discounting the credibility of new information
based on your prior knowledge may be a useful heuristic also in a political context whenever
the voter is uncertain about the credibility of the information source. If we grant that voters
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may have meaningful priors, in the sense that the priors reflect what voters hold true, it
seems sound also for voters to partly infer the quality of an observation or argument based
on how well it agrees with their prior belief. May it not be a sign of intelligence that voters
draw on their pre-existing belief structures in assessing the credibility of new information?

Let me illustrate the plausibility of my claim with an example from a political context.
In 2008, a petition was circulated by the Oregon Institute of Science andMedicine, urging the
United States to withdraw from the 1997 Kyoto Protocol for two reasons.17 First, because
there was no convincing evidence of climate change and, second, if climate change was real,
it may prove to be beneficial to the US. Although it is widely held that the purpose of the
petition was to disinform the public about the state of climate change research, the petition
was superficially credible. It had approximately 31,000 signatories, 9,000 of which held
PhDs, and came enclosed with a cover letter from a former president of the US National
Academy of Sciences.

Suppose that an individual is confronted with this information. How should this indi-
vidual update its belief about climate change? If this individual is a Bayesian learner, the
updated belief should be a weighted average of the prior belief and the new information,
where the weights are determined by the strength of the prior and the credibility of the
new information. The crux of real life, however, is that the objective and unbiased measure
of the credibility of the petition – which arguably is very low – is not in any way obvious
to a layman. Before any form of Bayesian updating can take place, we need a measure of
the credibility of the Oregon Institute. In Christensen (2021b), I argue that one way that
voters may arrive at such an estimate is by examining how well the content of the message
aligns with their prior beliefs. If the individual knows that the IPCC issued a report in 2007
stating that the evidence of global warming was unequivocal, it makes sense for this voter
to discount the credibility of the Oregon Institute. This certainly biases the individuals
beliefs toward the prior, but it also decreases the variance of the belief formation process.

My claim is that confirmation bias is warranted whenever the credibility of an infor-
mation source is unknown (as it certainly often is), and the voter believes that there is a
correlation between the content of a message and the quality of an information source.
When these conditions hold, we should be hesitant to criticize voters from drawing on

17See Oregon Petition, Wikipedia, Accessed 2021-08-31.
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this information. These conditions likely apply to many persuasion experiments in polit-
ical science. Yet, scholars still criticize voters for being unresponsive to the information
material provided to them in the experiment (see Stanley et al. 2020, for a recent example).
We must take care to separate this form of inferential confirmation bias from the stylized
understanding of confirmation bias, which is better described as wishful thinking or the
refusal to learn. The earlier form of confirmation bias is a heuristic that can be useful for
truth convergence. The latter is, as Kahan (2015) makes clear, obviously inconsistent with
the ideal of truth convergence.

4.5 Unbiasedness is not Sufficient for Truth Convergence

The previous section shows that, if there is uncertainty about the credibility of an infor-
mation source, unbiasedness is not a necessary condition for truth convergence. In this
section, I will illustrate that unbiasedness neither is a sufficient condition. An unbiased
belief formation process can have highly undesirable properties and may be far from truth
convergent.

I illustrate this by formalizing a belief formation process where the priors are not al-
lowed to influence the beliefs. There are at least two ways to formalize the ideal model
implied by the criticism in Taber and Lodge (2006) and Stanley et al. (2020). First, we
may model this using the Bayesian estimator, but require that voters have uninformative
priors.18 The posterior belief will then only reflect the new information. However, mod-
eling it in this way is awkward, since it would effectively require voters to “reset” their
priors, disregarding what they have already learned, whenever they encounter new infor-
mation. The second modeling alternative is, what I call, adaptive belief formation (ABF).
Under ABF, the posterior belief, µ̂n, only reflects the last bit of information received, xn.
Formally, µ̂n = xn with XN = (x1, x2, . . . , xn). This formalization gives no weight to the
prior beliefs held by voters and the posterior belief accurately represents the last piece of
information received.

ABF represents a memoryless belief formation process. In this model, every bit of in-
formation is assessed in an atomized fashion, disconnected from the prior belief structure

18In the limit, this will make the Bayesian estimator converge to the maximum likelihood estimator.
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of the voter. ABF has two defining characteristics. First, it is unbiased. The ABF estimate
of the underlying parameter is simply the nth observation of the data vector. Thus, the
ABF estimate has the same expected value as the data generating process itself. Clearly,
ABF escapes the criticism of prior beliefs influencing the belief formation process in Taber
and Lodge (2006) and Stanley et al. (2020). Second, the variance of the ABF estimator
is constant with respect to the number of observations and is the same as for the data gen-
erating process. Recall that I define a truth convergent estimator as a consistent estimator
and that a consistent estimator is asymptotically unbiased with arbitrarily small variance.
This implies that ABF is not truth convergent, because the variance of the estimate does
not decrease with more data. It follows that an unbiased belief formation process need not
be truth convergent.

We can gain some further insight into the undesirable properties of the ABF with
two examples. First, imagine that a voter observes a debate between two politicians on
the effect of some policy. ABF implies that the voters beliefs are fully determined by the
last data point. This implies that the voter would form its belief only based on the last
statement of the debate. In a two hour debate, the only thing that would matter is the last
thirty seconds. This is obviously undesirable, since we want voters to make use of as much
information as possible when forming their beliefs and preferences. Second, ABF can easily
be gamed by strategic and unscrupulous politicians. Before deceiving the voter, simply tell
a verifiable truth. If voters have adaptive beliefs, they will shift their beliefs and believe that
the politician is honest. And to restore their reputation after being caught lying, they only
need to tell another verifiable truth. Although the voter’s beliefs are unbiased, the voter
always ends up with the short end of the stick. The examples illustrate the perverse effects
of disallowing the prior beliefs of voters to influence the belief formation process. ABF
shows that unbiased belief formation processes may imply some very unattractive features
and it is not sufficient criterion for a normatively desirable belief formation.19 Although
such belief formation is unbiased, it is far from our intuitive understanding of intelligence,
since a voter with adaptive beliefs is unable to separate the signal from the noise.

19The story of the lawyer in Leamer (1983, 31) comes to mind: “when I was a young man I lost many
cases that I should have won, but when I grew older I won many that I should have lost, so on the average
justice was done.”
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4.6 Empirical Implications

My claim is that unbiasedness is not sufficiently informative to be used as a normative
benchmark for assessing voter behavior. Prior beliefs may bias the belief formation pro-
cess in many ways, where some are truth convergent and others are not. This speaks to
the importance of scholars being more specific in their study of belief formation processes.
Unfortunately, most research designs are only able to determine whether prior beliefs in-
fluence the belief formation process and not whether this is truth convergent or not. If it
takes smarts to make smart moves (Sniderman and Bullock 2018), one way to study the
desirability of the influence of priors beliefs is to study how well-founded the prior beliefs
are. An alternative way is to focus more on the actual belief formation process instead of
the correctness of the belief states (Druckman 2014).

A common problem of research designs studying voter belief formation is that they use
binary treatments (Tappin, Pennycook and Rand 2020). For example, in a highly influ-
ential study, Kahan et al. (2012) show a video of a political demonstration to respondents
and ask them about the demonstrators’ behavior. For example, they ask respondents if the
demonstrators posed a threat to pedestrians. The video of the demonstration was the same
for all respondents, but half of them were told that the video portrayed an anti-abortion
demonstration outside an abortion clinic and the other half were told that the video showed
a protest against the US military’s ”don’t ask, don’t tell” policy outside a recruitment cen-
ter. Kahan et al. (2012) find that, despite the video being identical for all respondents,
those with views congenial to the purpose of the demonstration were more likely to view
the behavior of the protesters as appropriate and lawful, while those who had views incon-
gruent with the protestors were more likely to perceive the behavior as threatening and
intimidating.

The purpose of the design in Kahan et al. (2012) is to identify politically motivated
bias in the perception and assessment of the demonstrators’ behavior. The experiment also
clearly shows that the respondents’ prior beliefs and values influence the inferences they
make.20 Unfortunately, we cannot saymuchmore than that. It does not suffice to show that

20Importantly, since respondents were asked about their recall of the protests, this complicates matters.
Respondents may simply have forgotten or not paid attention to the behavior of the demonstrators, and
reconstructed the protester’s behavior from their prior beliefs about the belligerence of the group protesting.
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19The story of the lawyer in Leamer (1983, 31) comes to mind: “when I was a young man I lost many
cases that I should have won, but when I grew older I won many that I should have lost, so on the average
justice was done.”
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4.6 Empirical Implications
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respondents are driven by a political bias. In fact, the findings in this study are consistent
with respondents behaving as unbiased Bayesian learners (Bullock 2009). Bayesian learners
update toward new information, but their posterior beliefs still reflect their prior beliefs to
some degree.

If a respondent believes anti-abortion protesters to be very dangerous and prone to
violence, I would argue that it is quite natural for respondents to perceive the behavior
of anti-abortion protesters as more threatening compared to a group of protesters which
the respondents perceive as peaceful.21 Inferred intentions matter when we interpret the
behavior of others. To see the plausibility of this, imagine that you are shown a video of
an adult scolding a child on the street. Before you see the video, you are informed that the
adult is either (a) the parent of the child or (b) a complete stranger. I believe that most
would perceive the behavior in scenario (b) as more aggressive than in (a), even though
the actual content of the video is the same. Would this difference between the treatment
groups indicate a (political) bias? And, if so, what is the unbiased benchmark that we
compare respondents to? Both for this hypothetical example and the protest video, it is
unclear what an unbiased assessment would be. To be clear, it is perfectly possible that
Kahan et al. (2012) show an effect of politically motivated reasoning, yet it could also just
reflect a difference in respondents’ prior beliefs about the propensity of these groups to
engage in violence. Even more importantly, since there are no measures of prior beliefs, we
cannot tell if the respondents updated their beliefs about the protesters after viewing the
video. Thus, it is possible not only that respondents are not exhibiting any political bias, but
they may actually update toward the new information provided in the video. Respondents
may have changed their beliefs, but due to the design of the experiment we cannot tell if
they do.

I believe that an unintended consequence of the ideal of unbiasedness drives researchers
to focus on perception instead of learning. If we are interested in bias, it makes sense for us
to examine if individuals perceive the same information the same way, regardless of their
priors. But the designs used to examine this allow us to say little more than that individuals
are influenced by their prior beliefs. By making consistency the normative ideal, we instead
shift our focus to how individuals learn and update their beliefs. This has implications for

21For instance, at least eleven people have been killed by anti-abortion extremists in the US.
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how we should design our experiments.
To examine whether respondent assessment is unbiased, this requires us to both ask

respondents about, for example, the intensity of violent behavior in a video and to deter-
mine what the unbiased answer to this question is. However, when examining consistency,
we may use a slightly different approach. Recall that, if voters are Bayesian learners, the
influence of new information should increase the stronger it gets. We can, thus, examine
whether the belief formation process is consistent by showing respondents several different
videos, each differing in the intensity of violent altercations, and examine how respondents
update their beliefs. If we find that respondents do not update their beliefs regardless of
the strength of the treatment material, this would be much stronger evidence of politically
motivated reasoning than what existing research provides. The estimated treatment effects
of such a design would not be confounded by prior beliefs. Importantly, under these con-
ditions, it suffices for researchers to define a relative ranking of the intensity of violence in
the videos, and circumvents the issue of the researchers having to define what the unbiased
intensity of violence is in a particular video.

In sum, there are reasons to be skeptical against unbiasedness as a normative criterion
for belief formation both for theoretical and empirical reasons. Theoretically, I claim that
consistency is a superior ideal, since it emphasizes learning, meaning both that the bias and
the variance should decrease as more information becomes available. Empirically, while it
is hard to identify the magnitude of bias (what is the unbiased perception against we assess
respondents?) and the sources of bias (heuristic reasoning or wishful thinking?), we may
circumvent these issues by focusing on how voters update their beliefs as a function of the
strength of new information. I believe that this is a promising avenue for future research
on belief formation.

5 Conclusion

This dissertation examines how voters form political beliefs and how these beliefs influence
the political views of voters. My motivation for studying beliefs is that, whenever voters act
purposefully, they must act on their beliefs. However, beliefs also play a crucial, but sub-
servient, role for theories of motivated reasoning (Kunda 1990) and cognitive dissonance
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(Festinger 1957). In these theories, beliefs may be endogenous to voters’ preferences, but
they are nevertheless necessary to uphold the preferences. Regardless of the perspective,
beliefs matter.

Closely connected to both these perspectives on political beliefs, is the question of
voter competence. Traditionally, voter competence has been understood as either whether
voters are knowledgeable (e.g., Carpini and Keeter 1996) or whether they can shortcut the
need to be knowledgeable through the use of cues or retrospective voting (e.g., Key 1966;
Lupia 1994; Fiorina 1981; Healy and Malhotra 2013). Another way of approaching this
question, which is closer to the approach taken in this dissertation, is by asking how voters
process and use both politically relevant and irrelevant information (e.g., Achen and Bartels
2017; Healy, Malhotra and Mo 2010). Do voters use information in a sophisticated and
competent manner?

The findings from the papers in the dissertation shed light on how voters form beliefs.
Voters update their beliefs and policy preferences, but not their preferences over outcomes,
when informed about the outcomes of a policy. Further, the strength of prior beliefs and
the inferred credibility of new information determines how much they update. And, as
shown in the last paper, voters update their beliefs about the motivations of parties based
on their policy shifts.

Yet, some experimental findings question the sophistication of voters. In the first paper,
I find no significant difference between partisan senders and non-partisan experts in how
much voters update their beliefs. Politicians are, thus, able to influence the beliefs of voters
with cheap talk signals. This may seem troubling, since politicians may have reasons to
deceive voters which non-partisan experts do not. Consequently, voters should give more
weight to the expert signals. One explanation for this finding is that voters are unaware that
politicians may want to deceive them. If voters are susceptible to deception through cheap
talk, this would also explain why parties so often engage in it (Hirschman 1991; Riker
1996; Roemer 1994). However, this finding is also consistent with more sophisticated
reasoning on behalf of voters. In the experiment, respondents are always presented with
predictions from both the Democratic and Republican parties. These signals are either
identical or they diverge from each other. It appears that respondents interpret conflicting
messages as bounds on the true prediction but cannot tell which sender is telling the truth.
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Consequently, they update based on both predictions.
Then again, perhaps voters simply are credulous? The other findings speak against this

interpretation. First, voters update their attitudes toward policy proposals as their beliefs
change, but they do not change their outcome preferences. For example, although they
decrease their support for the Trans-Pacific Partnership when exposed to predictions about
the adverse effect of the reform onmanufacturing employment, it does notmake themmore
nativist in their outlook on politics. Information about what the outcome of a policy will
be should not affect preferences about what outcomes are good. This shows that voters
can tell relevant from irrelevant information. Second, the extent to which voters update
their beliefs depends on the strength of their priors. In the first paper, I find that voters
only update their beliefs for two out of three reforms, namely a corporate tax increase and
a trade reform. I find no effects for the minimum wage reform. This is also the reform for
which voters have the strongest priors. In the second paper, I find that voters update their
beliefs and their attitudes less strongly when the distance between their priors and the new
information grows. However, they do not blindly ignore information which contradicts
their beliefs. It is only when the new information becomes sufficiently distant from their
priors that it becomes ineffective in shaping voter beliefs. Lastly, in paper three, I show
that voters are able to make indirect inferences about variables not explicitly manipulated
in the experiment, consistent with a Bayesian learning model. From policy shifts they are
able to draw conclusions about political motivations.

Examining voter rationality by the way voters use information is a promising approach.
It does not idealize quiz-like knowledge of politics (Lupia 2006), which in the end may do
little for constructing meaningful opinions resting on well-founded beliefs. Through care-
ful theoretical reasoning in combination with well-designed empirical studies, researchers
should be able to discriminate between irrational and rational information usage. However,
to fully understand the implications of voter rationality for democratic politics, future work
should do even more to explicitly incorporate a strategic perspective on politics, and exam-
ine how different forms of voter rationality affects the behavior of politicians and other
political actors (e.g., Ashworth and De Mesquita 2014). I believe that the quality of voter
inferences – how they use information – is key for understanding voter competence. And
the picture that emerges in this dissertation is of a competent voter.
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Others believe that parties are driven by the will to bring about political change and
that they want to make a difference. How well do you think this fits in with the
different parties below?

Items: [Moderates, Sweden Democrats, Green Party]

Scale: [Not true at all] 0 - 10 [Very true]

For the control group, the Social Democrats are included in the battery of valence
questions for other parties and not asked separately.
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